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“I’m trying to work with subjects that
are not original. Subjects that have
been, and still are, painted all the
time. Like a portrait, or a cat. What
fascinates me about these topics is
their capacity to regenerate
themselves at any period of history,
and still be relevant to us. I also
believe some subjects are always
painted because they are an inﬁnite
source of meaning and inspiration.”
Nicolas Party

K

nown for his bold reinventions of traditional genres,

Swiss artist Nicolas Party merges new visions with time-tested
media. Having spent time in the past as a three-dimensional
computer animator, the artist translates his experience of digital
illusions into compositions shimmering with surreal depth.
Landscape is a particularly striking example of Party’s ability to
harness the smooth intensity of oil pastels to create alien vistas that
beckon to the viewer. “I’m trying to work with subjects that are not
original. Subjects that have been, and still are, painted all the time.
Like a portrait, or a cat. What fascinates me about these topics is
their capacity to regenerate themselves at any period of history, and
still be relevant to us. I also believe some subjects are always painted
because they are an inﬁnite source of meaning and inspiration” (N.
Party, quoted in F. Tattoli, "Talking with the Swiss painter Nicolas
Party," Fruit of the Forest, December 2016). By focusing on
landscapes, portraits, and still lifes, Party is able to experiment and
explore in a familiar visual realm. Citing the works of Picasso, Giorgio
Morandi, and others as his guides through this creative journey, Party
crafts a far-reaching conversation on the intersection between
familiar subjects and surreal renderings that extends throughout the
art-historical timeline.
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Realized in deep, rich tones, Landscape oﬀers an otherworldly take
on a more traditional scene. Much of the composition is taken up
with crisply-rendered trees on impossibly straight trunks, bulbous
green shrubbery, and an ombre sky that moves upward from pink to
crimson. Instead of individual leaves or other details, Party creates a
forest of smooth, shaded plants that resemble spoons, spatulas, and
trowels more than deciduous foliage. A red-orange sun in the top
center of the work is echoed by the circular trees and a shockingly
green shrub positioned at the water’s edge. The scene treads the
line between the cartoon and the surreal, with echoes of René
Magritte or Giorgio de Chirico’s impeccable stylings. The foreground
is ﬁlled by a reﬂective plane dotted with white rectangular strokes
that recede into the distance and end at the far shore. As these
orderly shapes travel further from the edge of the picture plane, they
shrink in size until they resemble an extremely orderly grouping of
whitecaps on an otherwise mirror-still pool. “I want to grab the
audience directly and ‘lock’ them in the work as long as possible.
When the viewer is inside the painting, my hope is that its complexity
can be revealed.

You stay inside it because you feel that there is still something
there that you don’t see.” (N Party, quoted in J. Lee, “Nicolas Party”,
BOMB Issue 152, May 27, 2020). Using illusionistic tricks learned from
a deep study of art history and his previous experience in 3-D
rendering, Party creates an attractive force within his works that gives
the feeling of space begging to be occupied.
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At once acidic and extraterrestrial while also warmly inviting,
Landscape reads like a travel brochure for an undiscovered planet.
Depicting and altering fantastic spaces is at the core of Party’s
working methods. His exhibitions frequently employ murals created
by the artist that interact with sculptural elements and the illusory
qualities of his painted forms. This interest in creating a complete,
encompassing experience translates to his two-dimensional work as
well. Drawing comparisons to artists like Henri Rousseau, pieces like
Landscape are mysteriously still while also exhibiting a charged
potential energy that vibrates just below the surface. The scene is
recognizable, but the subjects are decidedly alien.
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“I want to grab the audience directly
and ‘lock’ them in the work as long as
possible. When the viewer is inside
the painting, my hope is that its
complexity can be revealed. You stay
inside it because you feel that there is
still something there that you don’t
see.”
Nicolas Party
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Party’s work often centers around his medium as much as the
subjects he chooses to depict. Works like Landscape highlight the
artist’s mastery of oil pastels and their sumptuous qualities. “I love
pastels so much”, he asserts. “I came to them because at one point I
was doing oils, and my main problem was that I couldn’t stop editing
the painting. Oils allow you to endlessly retouch. With pastels it’s
kind of the exact opposite. You can layer and layer, but you can’t
start over. The nature of the medium is much more direct. Nothing
dries or is wet – it stays exactly how it is” (N. Party, quoted in T. Loos,
“Artist Nicolas Party Revives the Language of Pastel”, Cultured
Magazine, March 17, 2019). The artist’s interest in the medium was
ﬁrst piqued when he saw Picasso’s 1921 Tête de femme, a masterful
rendering of form with pastels on paper.

The manner in which Picasso translated the smooth, voluptuous
mass of Roman and Greek marble statuary into his composition
particularly interested Party. He went on to apply these ideas to his
own portraits, still lifes, and landscapes in a manner that separates
them from realism but grounds them in physical reality.
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